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QUESTION 1

What is the relationship between the states defined in your Order Lifecycle Policy and those defined in the order
components\\' external fulfillment states? 

A. External fulfillment states are independent of the states in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

B. External fulfillment states are the states present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

C. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states that are the states of the Order
Lifecycle Policy. 

D. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states, which compose the order item
states that are present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

E. A Fulfillment State Map entity maps external fulfillment states to fulfillment states, which compose the order states
that are present in the Order Lifecycle Policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the possible reason for calling the following XQuery function from an automation? 

); 

A. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that receives responses from a supply chain system 

B. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that sends requests to an activation system 

C. to set a correlation ID in the context of an order received from a CRM system 

D. to set a correlation ID in the context of a notification that sends updates back to a CRM system 



E. to set a correlation ID in the context of a task that sends requests to and receives responses from an inventory
system 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A client\\'s requirement involves sending a single message to a CRM system after all tasks associated with an order
process have completed successfully. How would you address this requirement, independently of what the tasks do or
where they are placed in the process flow? 

A. by implementing Data Change Notifications at the Order level 

B. by implementing Data Change Notifications at the Task level 

C. by implementing Milestone Events Notifications at the Order level 

D. by implementing Task-State Event Notifications at the Task level 

E. by implementing Jeopardy Notifications at the Order level 

F. by implementing Jeopardy Notifications at the Task level 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your OSM solution fulfills orders originating from two different countries, C1 and C2. Two roles, R1 and R2, are created
in your cartridges. Which design feature can you use to enable users with role R1 to view and manage orders only from
country C1 and users with role R2 to view and mange orders only from country C2? 

A. Query 

B. Filters 

C. Task Data 

D. Order Data 

E. Roles, which alone are sufficient to meet the desired functionality 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You decide to implement a jeopardy notification to ensure that a manual task is completed within an hour. Which two
jeopardy notification configurations would you consider? 

A. The jeopardy condition "Raise a Jeopardy when the Order is Received within" should be configured with the value of
"1 Hours." 



B. The jeopardy condition "Raise a Jeopardy when Task Duration Exceeds:" should be configured with "Given Duration"
set to "1 Hours." 

C. The jeopardy rule should be configured with the "null rule" value. 

D. The jeopardy polling interval should be configured as "Once." 

E. The jeopardy condition "Raise a Jeopardy when Process Duration Exceeds:" should be configured with "Given
Duration" set to "1 Hours." 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two OSM components are deployed in Oracle WebLogic Server? 

A. OSM server 

B. web clients 

C. runtime database 

D. Design Studio IDE 

E. provisioning framework 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify two functions of the OSM Order Management Web client. 

A. It displays an order\\'s orchestration plan, including its associated dependencies, orchestration stages, order
components, order items, and processes. 

B. It enables users to create, copy, and amend orders. 

C. It enables users to manage notifications, thereby generating reports about an order fallout. 

D. It is intended for solution developers to handle orders and view relationships between different order items. 

E. It allows users to add new stages of decomposition and dependencies to an orchestration plan. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49155_01/doc.73/e49705/mdl_full_patt.htm#OSMMG600 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify three functions of the OSM Task Web client. 



A. It enables order processing personnel to monitor and manage tasks within an order and to ensure that all associated
tasks are completed. 

B. It enables order fallout managers to diagnose and manage the order fallouts associated with an order. 

C. It enables users to associate roles or workgroups with task and manually complete the activities associated with
those tasks. 

D. It enables users to monitor email notifications and handle them through acknowledgement, escalation, and
forwarding to other users. 

E. It enables users to suspend and resume orders, cancel orders, and create orders manually. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E49155_01/doc.73/e49159/web_intro.htm#OSMSM106 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two functions are available in the XML Import/Export tool that you could use when developing with OSM? 

A. import and export of metadata 

B. deployment of cartridges to Oracle WebLogic Server 

C. change in the severity of log levels 

D. configuration of WebLogic resources 

E. purging of metadata and order data 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35413_01/doc.722/e35414/adm_xmlie_tool.htm#autoId0 

 

QUESTION 10

When sending customer orders from a CRM application, a customer sales representative (CSR) reports that order
requests are returning an error: "No matching Order Recognition rule found." After analyzing the error, you decide that a
catch- all recognition rule should be configured, so that these orders are still created in OSM. Which three actions would
you take to configure your new catch-all recognition rule? 

A. setting relevancy to a number lower than other recognition rules 

B. selecting the Fail Order check box 

C. implementing the Recognition Rule with an expression such as "fn:true()" 

D. defining an Input Message format based on the CRM message 

E. defining an empty namespace 

Correct Answer: ABC 



Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E35413_01/doc.722/e35415/cpt_request_processing.htm#autoId5 

 

QUESTION 11

You must provide an interface to an upstream system to cancel orders in OSM without manual intervention. What is one
interface that could be used to perform this activity? 

A. the "CancelOrder" web service function 

B. the OSM database 

C. the "DeleteOrder" XML API function 

D. the Task Web client 

E. the Order Management Web client 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three statements are true about the Rapid Offer Design and Order Delivery (RODOD) solution? 

A. OSM in the Central Order Management role is responsible for customer order mapping, decomposition, and
orchestration. 

B. OSM manages the order fulfillment life cycle by providing complete lifecycle visibility and regular status updates to
the CRM system. 

C. New commercial offerings can eventually be introduced with zero configuration in OSM. 

D. Central Order Management is the multi-channel order capture and consumer support system. 

E. Central Order Management interfaces with the Element Management and Network Management systems. 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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